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Abstract

The shrinking population during the break-down, adaptation and recovery phase in Estonian social and political development enforces municipal competition among the municipalities. Competition for inhabitants is embedded in regional competition showing horizontal and vertical competition relations. Inhabitants’ competition prevails indirectly through municipal business promotion competition and directly through competition for inhabitants. The competition shows three phases. A phase concerns zoning and long-term planning; a second one refers to negotiations with settlement firms and short-term actions to attract inhabitants followed by a phase of revisions of zoning and measures.

The oligopolistic industrial zoning model of business promotion policy points to the consequences of horizontal municipal competition also on population. Vertical influences on business promotion policy demonstrate a game-theoretic example of intergovernmental intervention from higher government on zoning. The negotiation phase in business promotion policy is modelled by a bilateral monopoly model between a municipality and a settlement firm. Horizontal regional competition highlights the implications on inhabitants’ competition. An oligopoly model of direct inhabitant competition concerns the zoning in particular for housing. Furthermore, a model of public enterprise service and fee formation and of horizontal public firm competition shows inhabitants’ competition in the second phase.

Forms of inhabitant competition concerning suburbanisation and using public debt, revenues such as taxes, fees and expenditures are mentioned. Finally, follows a discussion of possible instruments to regulate inhabitant competition.
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I. Introduction

A challenging phenomenon is shrinking cities (Nam, Richardson 2014). Many core cities in US, Europe and Japan loose population (Cox 2014). Population projections for China, Japan, South Korea, Western Europe, Central Europe, Eastern Europe (e.g. Russia, Ukraine), Western Asia, Iran, and Southern Europe indicate an overall urban shrinkage (Cox 2014). Often especially local governments counteract shrinking cities and municipalities by intensifying municipal competition through restructuring, fiscal measures such as tax reliefs, place marketing, etc. (Hospers 2014). Shrinking population and municipalities cause also municipal competition problems in Estonia.

Eurostat formulated four scenarios of population development under different conditions for Estonia (Soosaar 2005). On 1 January 2014, 1,315,819 persons lived in Estonia. According to a baseline variant the population decreases from 1.35 million (2005) to 1,121,144. The population of Estonia until 2050 is projected to shrink between 7% and 34% according to different birth rate and migration developments (Eurostat 2013).

The Estonian population development in the past was greatly influenced by the Second World War, by migration of German and Swedish speaking people, by the escape of Estonians, deportations to Siberia and the influx of people from the Soviet empire (Friedrich, Ülper, Ukrainski 2014). After the attainment of independence followed a break-down phase of population and economy, an adaptation phase and a recovery phase (Friedrich, Ülper, Ukrainski), reflected in Figures 1 and 2.

After the war, the population started to increase (Figure 1: The development of the population in Estonia and GDP (real)) mainly due to immigration, where a new industrial structure was one justification behind broader aims of Russification. This migrant population was concentrated mainly in areas which were created by the Soviet industrialization and formed a kind of separate language areas (e.g. industrial towns in north-east Estonia, ports and towns with military purposes, etc.). Considering the Soviet period, urbanisation processes accelerated with the Soviet production structure. These tendencies were also caused by the internal migration to the cities. The central place system strengthened the higher centres of Tallinn and Tartu shows the population changes during the three different decline phases by the annual population data of the Statistical Office of Estonia and alternative population change numbers (in the last two columns) according to the last two population censuses. A severe population drop occurred during the break-down phase in 1991 to 1996 was followed by a smaller one in the period 1997 to 2001 in the adaptation phase and an ongoing population decline in the recovery phase from 2002 to 2012. In the beginning of the 1990s, the country faced a significant drop in population. Emigration was quite modest in the break-

---

3 This was mainly due to the emigration of non-Estonians, but also to the drop in birth rates and emigration of Estonians.
down and adaptation phase, but has gained in importance in the recovery phase after EU accession (Anniste et al. 2012).

![Figure 1: The development of the population in Estonia and GDP (real)](image)

Sources: Statistics Estonia 2013, Trading Economics 2013 (Friedrich, Ülper, Ukrainski 2014)


The recovery phase was also characterised by the growing number of rural inhabitants among emigrants. The decline in the 1990s did not similarly affect the whole country. The military withdrawal – especially in Tartu and Paldiski – has affected the population size, services and production activities in border areas, but also in locations of specific military facilities. Border areas that were sparsely populated declined the most in relative terms (Saaremaa and Hiiumaa for example).

There are large regional differences in the development of population distribution too. The two largest towns of Estonia, **Tallinn and Tartu** have both lost population during all phases. For both towns the relative decrease was larger than in the whole of Estonia in the first phase and for Tallinn in the second phase as well. The census data show that a decrease in population is still continuing.
### Table 1: Population changes in Tallinn and Tartu and surrounding counties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Break-down (1)</th>
<th>Adaptation (2)</th>
<th>Recovery (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>142,557</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>58,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75,597</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>38,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55,342</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>21,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harju county</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without Tallinn</td>
<td>4,652</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartu</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,690</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>2,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartu county</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without Tartu</td>
<td>-581</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>-149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Opposite changes have been taking place in the **hinterland municipalities** near the two towns. The decrease in population was a lot smaller for them in the first phase and was positive or only slightly negative in the second phase. Although the calculated population size shows a decrease in population in Tartu County, the census population numbers show a large increase for Tartu and Harju Counties during the recovery phase. The growth of some municipalities in those counties has exceeded 100%. The above mentioned changes can also be seen in Figure 3.

The development in population distribution has led to extensive commuting (Ahas et al. 2010). The net commuting balance of Tallinn was around 39,000 people and nearly 10,000 in Tartu. The actual number of **people commuting** to Tallinn and to Tartu is even bigger. A lot of inhabitants of Tallinn commute to the neighbouring municipalities, where many new factories have been built. In total, at least 380,000 people in Estonia are on a daily basis active (work, education and other regular daily activities) outside of their residence municipality (Ahas et al. 2010).
The decline in population differs regionally according to Figures 3 and 4. There was a severe drop in population in **southern Estonia** in Võru, Valga, Põlva and Viljandi counties; in central Estonia in Jõgeva, Rapla, and Järva counties, in north-east Estonia in Ida-Viru and Lääne-Viru counties and on the islands of the Baltic Sea Hiiu and Saare... At the same time, reduction as well. Reasons are shrinking birth rates and movement of population to the larger towns.

![Map of Estonia showing population change](image)

**Figure 2: Population change in municipalities (break-down and adaptation phase)**
*Source: Friedrich, Ülper, Ukrainski (2014), calculation based on Statistics Estonia 2013*
The central place structure in terms of population changed. It showed the decline of bigger towns like Tallinn, Tartu, Narva and Pärnu, some increases in the hinterland of Tallinn, Tartu and Pärnu and losses of the middle sized towns, especially in rural areas. In economic terms the functions of many places changed. Tallinn concentrated on services, Tartu on cultural services, Pärnu centred on tourism, and Narva lost functions because of the population movements and the decline and change of industries especially during the break-down and adaptation phase.

**Figure 3:** Population change in municipalities between 2000 and 2011 (recovery phase)
*Source: Friedrich, Ülper, Ukrainski (2014), calculation based on Statistics Estonia 2013*

As long-term economic local and national development depends considerably on the population development the bigger towns as well as the villages need stabilization of their population. **Competition for inhabitants** between regions and localities in Estonia, against competitors within the EU and worldwide becomes important. Municipalities have to compete fiercely (Mönnich 2005, 2007; Preuß 2009; Olm 2011). The competition for inhabitants is embedded in regional competition (Florida 2005) and an essential part of it. Therefore, we tackle the following research questions:

---

4 They have to increase the number of inhabitants by reducing migration, increasing the birth rate, by attracting inhabitants.
II. Regional Competition by Inhabitants Competition

1. The Business Promotion Policy

Regional competition is a differently defined concept (Batey, Friedrich 2000). It refers to competition among exporting firms (Takayama, Judge 1971), local promotion of competing firms (Johnsson 2000), to promotion of competition for tourists (Funck 2000), competition between regions as systems of actors (Mueller 1989), competition to promote growth (Poot 2000), rivalry among agglomerations (Christiansen 2000), market processes to allocate activities and production factors among regions (Maneval 2000), competition among industrial districts (Petrobello 2000) or between clusters (Steiner 1998), and competition among functional regions (Dohse 2000).

Regional competition is also interpreted as competition of groups of neighboured economic subjects showing conflicts with groups in other regions (Buhr, Friedrich 1978), a game of survival of economic units living in a region against actors of other regions (Batey, Friedrich 2000) or a struggle of nations, ethnic groups, tribes, and clans of some regions, e.g. of the same belief and ideology (Batey, Friedrich 2000).

The competition for inhabitants among regions is very topical (Mönnich 2005, 2007; Bartholomae, Popescu 2007; Preuß 2009; Olm 2011). Here we concentrate dominantly on inhabitants’ competition although this competition is also linked to the other ones. There is a promotion policy to settle firms offering jobs and attracting additional inhabitants called the first policy, and a direct policy to attract well and appropriately educated migrants and people we deal with called the second policy. In literature mostly the first policy is dealt with.

Regional competition differs according to whom is competing, e.g. continents, countries, states and provinces, municipalities, public offices, public and private enterprises, clusters, or households. We focus especially with the first policy on municipalities and with the second policy on households. Regional competition forms also depend on the phenomenon for what competitors compete, e.g. investors, firms to settle, development, infrastructure, taxation, environment, settlement of households, political results, production by private firms, settlement of public offices, gains in international trade, success of cultural institutions, tourists and inhabitants. Different regional competition results from the ways the competitors compete, e.g.
horizontal, vertical, micro and macroeconomic competition (see Figure 4). With both policy strategies these kinds of regional competition occur.

A framework of analysis and description of regional competition is needed as the definitions of regional competition are vague and many types of regional competition exist. The workable competition concept (Clark 1940; Kantzenbach 1966; Buhr, Friedrich Batey 1978; Batey, Friedrich 2000) provides such possibilities. It refers to:

- The structure of competition (e.g. number and type of competitors, horizontal and vertical competition, microeconomic and macroeconomic competition)
- The process of competition (e.g. degree of rivalry, co-operation, conflict resolution, behaviour of competitors, parameters of action), and
- The result of competition (e.g. goal achievement, capacity use, qualities, migration, evaluation by the state, municipalities, citizens)

There is a sequence of regional competition from competition structure to regional competition process to regional competition results. This is true for the first and the second policy.

For sake of simplicity, the first policy municipal firm settlement competition is analysed firstly. In the European Union about 92,750 municipalities exist (Stevens 2014), but there are also municipalities in Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, etc. involved in Europe-wide business promotion.

German and Estonian municipalities deal with regional competition: offices of town, city or county manager, the municipal parliament, business promotion office or a business promotion company. The German competition structure shows about 14,000 municipalities, where about 8,000 actively join horizontal business promotion competition for 450 manufacture settlements in manufacturing of over 25 jobs a year. In Germany 16 states and a federal government exist and sometimes the EU is involved. As Estonia is smaller the number of competitors is smaller, however, like Germany it has to face European-wide municipal competition as well.

The municipal competition process refers to zoning, the formation of industrial districts and the application of parameters of action in negotiations to attract firms. These parameters are: selling land, providing infrastructure, transport connection, access to sales markets, assistance to find high-skilled workers, environmental regulations, energy prices, access to special suppliers, subsidisation, promoting relation to public offices and jurisdictions, acceptable tax rates, by social and geographical environment and amenities (Friedrich 1977; Lindemann 1999; Blume 2003). The competition results concern citizens’ income, employment, investment in municipality, improving the city budget and public production, more inhabitants, etc.

---

5 According to the stages of territorial reforms in the EU-member countries the number of municipalities vary (Hemenier 2009), e.g. 92,506 (2007) without Croatia
When establishing zones, the market forms are oligopolistic. In a settlement of firms bilateral monopolies and monopsonies often exist (see Table 2). A municipality undertakes zoning in a first stage (1). In a second (stage 2) it negotiates settlements, and in a third stage (3) the municipality revises its zoning (Lindemann 1999).

An oligopolistic industrial zoning model was developed by Lindemann (Lindemann 1999; Friedrich, Lindemann 2000). Each municipality fixes its zoning relation $B_p$ as a percentage.

![Figure 4: Features of regional competition](source: Author’s compilation)

of a municipality’s territory in such a way as to maximise utility, depending on private and public production. The municipalities finance the public production of the municipality from tax revenues and the sale of land to firms that locate there. The land revenues of a municipality also depend on those yielded in a competing municipality. Production functions exist for private production and the public production within the municipality. The adoption of cost-minimal production allows for the determination of net private production, land revenues and public production. The utility of both municipalities depends on its own and the competitors’ percentage share of industrial zoning $B_p$ (see Figure 5).
### Table 2: Market forms in municipal competition for firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipalities offering locations</th>
<th>Firms demanding locations</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Several</th>
<th>Many</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Bilateral Monopoly</td>
<td>Demand restricted</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(often in settlement</td>
<td>monopoly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>negotiations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Supply restricted</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Oligopoly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monopsony</td>
<td>oligopoly</td>
<td>(often in zoning)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Monopsony</td>
<td>Oligopsony</td>
<td>Competition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(often in settlement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>negotiations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author's compilation*

A municipality attempts to maximise its utility under the assumption that a competing municipality does not react. A Launhardt-Hotelling solution results in zoning. Autonomously behaving municipalities plan large zones. If they would maximise their common welfare they would plan smaller zones. By differentiating the solution formulae for welfare and the zone percentage to the parameters, one can identify the following competitive reactions of the municipalities: If municipality 1 experiences higher demand, line Bp1R shifts upward. The zone increases. If productivity in industry increases, the welfare of municipality 1 improves, since line Bp1R moves upwards. An increase of wages decreases the welfare of municipality 1, which would react by reducing the proportion of its industrial zone. The Bp1R line shifts downwards. Higher wages in the public sector will also cause lower welfare for municipality 1. As a compensatory measure an increase in the industrial area will take place. If the demand for industrial sites shrinks because of population decrease the line Bp1R shifts down and the municipality 1 decreases its zone. The contrary effect stems from a population increase. Municipality 2 is affected and results change there. If in both municipalities the population decreases, the industrial zones shrink in both towns.

If the demand for industrial sites decreases in municipality 1, the welfare of this municipality and the zone shrinks. Line Bp1R moves downwards.

---

6 The model also shows that an increase in population increases the industrial zoning activities. However, it is assumed that there is no crowding out effect by the necessity to increase the housing zone if the population and labour provision increases.
Figure 5: Launhardt solution of zoning competition for manufacturing firm settlements
Source: Similar to Lindemann (1999), Friedrich, Lindemann (2000)

Higher level governments might influence the zoning through special grants to create a zoning pattern that comes up to their wishes. Then, **vertical regional competition** prevails as well, which is highlighted by an example. Along with the zoning some communities establish industrial parks and districts. There are four possibilities for industrial parks: a science park, a high-tech park, a manufacturing park, and a handicraft and small business park. The grant scheme should be as follows:

---

7 For a model of founding a promotion company, see Friedrich 2002; Friedrich, Popescu 2005; Friedrich, Popescu 2006; and Fladung, Friedrich 2008.
**Table 3:** Subsidisation of industrial districts and possible effects of park establishments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establishment</th>
<th>Grant Cost</th>
<th>Total Costs</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Inhabitants</th>
<th>Voters</th>
<th>Voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) for government</td>
<td>(2) For opposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science park A1</td>
<td>Town 1</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science park A2</td>
<td>Town 2</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-tech park B1</td>
<td>Town 1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-tech park B2</td>
<td>Town 2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing park C1</td>
<td>Town 1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing park C2</td>
<td>Town 2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business park D1</td>
<td>Town 1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business park D2</td>
<td>Town 2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s compilation*

There exists a **preference order** of the higher grant providing government: A1 › C2 › B1 › C1 › B2 › D2 › D1 › A2
Table 4: Reaction of higher government to offers of the municipalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types, strategies of municipalities</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation

The municipalities offer the type of industrial park they want to establish. Matrix 1 in Table 5 shows the subsidisation results:

Table 5: Subsidisation matrix 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0, 1000</td>
<td>0, 800</td>
<td>0, 400</td>
<td>0, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0, 1000</td>
<td>0, 800</td>
<td>0, 400</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0, 1000</td>
<td>400, 0</td>
<td>400, 0</td>
<td>400, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0, 1000</td>
<td>0, 800</td>
<td>0, 400</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation

If the municipalities want to maximise receiving the grants, community 1 offers a science park and community 2 a high-tech park. However, municipalities might have other goals as well. If they want to minimise costs that means costs of establishment minus the grant the pay offs in total costs are given in matrix 2 in Table 6:

Table 6: Total costs matrix 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0, 300</td>
<td>0, -50</td>
<td>0, -250</td>
<td>0, -160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0, 300</td>
<td>0, -50</td>
<td>0, -250</td>
<td>-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0, 300</td>
<td>-260, 0</td>
<td>-260, 0</td>
<td>-260, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0, 300</td>
<td>0, -50</td>
<td>0, -250</td>
<td>-140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation

Municipality 1 will concentrate on a manufacturing park and the municipality 2 on a high-tech park. If there would be only a subsidy possible for one park, the following matrix develops.
Table 7: One and two park solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,500, 300</td>
<td>1,500, -50</td>
<td>15,00, -250</td>
<td>1,500,-160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>600, 300</td>
<td>600, -50</td>
<td>600, -250</td>
<td>-160, 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>140,300</td>
<td>-260,750</td>
<td>-260,150</td>
<td>-260,40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60,300</td>
<td>60,-50</td>
<td>60,-250</td>
<td>-140,40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ compilation

Municipality 2 chooses the strategy C2 (manufacturing park) and town 1 the business park without receiving a grant.

Other results are achieved if **income becomes maximised** and the parks must be approved by the higher government. Then the best solution for municipality 1 will be the science park if only one park gets approved. Municipality 2 can always be beaten. As Table 9 shows, not the highest employment is achieved. If the higher government accepts two suggestions then municipality 1 establishes the manufacturing park C1 and municipality 2 the manufacturing park C2.

Table 8: Income maximisation matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 3,200</td>
<td>0, 4,000</td>
<td>0, 5,500</td>
<td>0, 2,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 3,200</td>
<td>0, 4,000</td>
<td>0, 5,500</td>
<td>4,200, 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 320</td>
<td>5,000, 0</td>
<td>5,000, 0</td>
<td>5,000, 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 3,200</td>
<td>0, 4,000</td>
<td>0, 5,500</td>
<td>2,400, 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation

Table 9: Employment maximisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 320</td>
<td>0, 400</td>
<td>0, 550</td>
<td>0,250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 320</td>
<td>0, 400</td>
<td>0, 550</td>
<td>420, 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,320</td>
<td>500,0</td>
<td>500,0</td>
<td>500,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,320</td>
<td>0,400</td>
<td>0,550</td>
<td>240,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation

Employment maximisation and **inhabitants attraction** shows the same results according to the effects of the strategies chosen on pay-off.

If the pay-off reflects **voters** to be gained who vote in both municipalities in favour of the government the same result is achieved. If both municipalities compete in the case of only one park being approved, the solution A1 will win. When two parks are
allowed, again the two manufacturing solutions result. However, the results change if in one municipality governs a party that wants to attract the voters because the local government expects the new voters to vote in their favour and in the other municipality is governed by a party that dislikes the new voters.

When only one park is approved municipality 1 chooses C1, whereas municipality 2 avoids getting a park by suggesting A2. If this municipality has to build a park – as parks are politically in fashion – it tries to establish D2. Then the municipality government has to

**Table 10: Votes maximisation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Park types</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0,320</td>
<td>0,400</td>
<td>0,550</td>
<td>0,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0,320</td>
<td>0,400</td>
<td>0,550</td>
<td>-420,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0,320</td>
<td>-500,0</td>
<td>-500,0</td>
<td>-500,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0,320</td>
<td>0,400</td>
<td>0,550</td>
<td>-240,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’ compilations*

The negotiations with settlement firms after the industrial zones and districts have been established are highlighted by a **bilateral model of settlement negotiation** between a business promotion agency of a town and a potential settlement firm (Friedrich, Lindemann 1993; Feng, Friedrich 1993; Feng 1998). Extensions of them include further vertical and horizontal competition in the **bilateral monopoly** case.

A town (promotion agency) maximises utility, which depends on the volume of production of the new firm, its employment, the capital investment of the firm, the revenue from the real estate sale and a ‘performance-oriented’ subsidy that increases with the firm’s production. The locating firm maximises its net profit by facing a demand relation, production function and cost function. A set of possible contracts is determined, which is related to the distribution of utilities in the park and the locating firm. This leads to a utility possibility curve. Out of these possible utility distributions a **Nash solution** for location negotiations is found. Minimum utilities point to opportunity benefits if no contract is concluded.

The solution is depicted in Figure 6. The mathematical formulation presents the ideas from Feng, Friedrich (1993)\(^8\). The utility possibility curve is determined by the possible profit conditions of the firm prevailing at the location in the town and also by the number of jobs the firm is offering to the town. If the population increases for

---

\(^8\) The utility functions are solved for the price F of the location and the output volume V. Therefore, receiving the indifference curves of the negotiators and where they touch the contract curve. Both negotiators possess minimum utilities Nto and NuO. The contract curve corresponds to utility possibility curve out of which by maximizing the Nash product (Nt-Nto)*8Nu–Ntuo) the solution point A is determined.
both negotiators the deal becomes more advantageous and the utility possibility curves moves up and to the right. A population decrease has the opposite effect if the utility functions – in particular of the town – do not change. If the utility of the town depends more on the migration volume the indifference curves of the town get steeper and it becomes willing to reduce the price of land of the promotion agency. The town offers more utility to the settlement firm.

The model is extended to the case of supply restricted monopsony. Two towns compete against each other for an industrial firm. Town 1 finds an initial solution with the firm at point A in Figures 7 and 8. Then, the firm negotiates with town 2 in order to improve its utility, taking the utility level resulting from point A as a yardstick for minimum utility. The next superior solution for the firm is then point B, followed by renegotiations with municipality 1 that lead to point C. Further negotiations lead to the final solution. Here, the minimum utility of the firm becomes so high that town 1 cannot offer another superior option.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6**: Contact curve and Nash solution in bilateral monopoly

*Source: Similar to Friedrich, Lindemann (1993); Feng, Friedrich (1993)*

From one step to another the real estate price shrinks. The utility of the firm increases until one of the towns gives up. The successful municipality offers local conditions that fit the firm best and where the firm allows the winning municipality a large space with a utility frontier. The settlement firm achieves possibilities to exploit the municipalities. Normally the winning town may gain inhabitants.

---

9 This reflects a Tiebout approach to firms.
If populations decrease the utility possibility curves move inwards. Now the firm achieves less utility and according to the movements of the possibility curves the winning town may change. Again, there might be different goals and utility functions, e.g. political ones concerning voters, that lead to quite different results of the supply restricted monopsony.

There are also macroeconomic horizontal and vertical public competition models showing how in the case of population decreases the horizontal municipal competition is influenced by the fiscal policy of a higher ranked government (Friedrich 1986). The main findings are that fiscal policy of central state does not influence the position of municipalities in regional competition until this policy is not related to regional policy preferences. Although a population stagnation decrease takes place only drastic changes may influence the choice of competitive fiscal policy of municipalities. Wimmert (2011) has shown the effects on the growth of shadow sector and the official economy when the population shrinks.

2) Inhabitant Attraction Policy

The municipal policy to attract inhabitants directly concerns measures in the framework of zoning or individual launching projects and of fixing parameters for inhabitant attraction.
With respect to the zoning, one can develop a **duopolistic zoning competition model**. There are two municipalities attracting inhabitants by assigning housing zones, labelled $B_{hi}$ ($i=1, 2$) (see Figure 9 and Figure 10).

They or other land owners sell these zoned plots of land to housing firms or individual house owners. The **demand for land** depends on the real estate or land price $p_{hi}$ ($i=1, 2$). The demand for land depends on the land housing price prevailing in the town and that of the competing town. The demand for housing in town decreases with a higher housing zone of the competing town. The demand increases if the housing price shrinks, which means one faces a falling demand curve with rising housing zones. Moreover, if the housing zone is enlarged there is less space in town for industrial and other activities. A crowding out effect takes place, which is considered by $\alpha_i B_{hi}$ ($i=1, 2$). It diminishes the possible $B_{hi}$ ($i=1, 2$).

The municipalities are interested in **increasing the number of inhabitants and the fiscal revenues**. Therefore, they evaluate the number of inhabitants related to $B_{hi}$ ($i=1, 2$) by a value parameter $z$. The number of inhabitants is supposed proportional by $\alpha$ to the housing zone. This leads to the evaluation $z_i * \alpha_i * B_{hi}$. Moreover, the town evaluates by $r$ possible revenues related to sales of housing area and a loss of revenues, which relates to the diminishing of zones for other purposes, e.g. industrial districts.

If the housing demand function is $p_{hi} = a_1 - b_1 * B_{hi} - c_1 * B_{h2}$ then the relative utility can be $r_1 * (a_1 - b_1 * B_{hi} - c_1 * B_{h2}) * B_{hi}$. Due to the crowding out the town loses $r_1 * \beta_1 * B_{hi}$ in utility. The three utility components result in the utility function depicted in Figure 9.

The competitive situation is depicted in Figure 10. In the **left upper part of the graph** the town 1 is shown with its demand curves and indifference curves. Where the indifference curves touch the demand curves the optimal solutions for a given planned housing zone of competitive town 2 is found. The respective optimal solutions depict the line $R_1$. In the **lower right** positioned graph the same information is offered for the town 2. In the first quadrant the optimal responses of town 1 $BhR_1$ and the optimal responses of town 2 labelled $BhR_2$ are illustrated for a given housing zoning of the competing town. If both players act autonomously a **Launhardt-Hotelling solution** is determined at the crossing point of these two response lines. A duopoly solution of zoning to attract inhabitants is achieved.

Introducing other behavioural assumptions leads to different duopoly solutions according to von Stackelberg, Frisch, etc. (Krelle 1961; Ott 1986; Varian 2010). An interesting case is the Krelle behavioural assumptions that a competitor is reacting by his parameters of action only if he is forced by the competitor to lose utility (Krelle 1961; Friedrich 1986; Bartholomae, Popescu 2007). Then some parameter – here

---

10 The utility function can be in the form: $r_1 * (a_1 - b_1 * B_{hi} - c_1 * B_{h2}) * B_{hi} + z_1 * \alpha_i * B_{hi} - r_1 * \beta_1 * B_{hi}$
zoning constellations – can be identified where the competitors do not change their housing zoning.

With the zoning competition the Launhardt-Hotelling solution again points to an extended zoning for housing. A collusion solution would lead to smaller housing zones in both competing towns. Such behaviour is found in real inhabitants’ competition policy (Mönnich 2007).

\[
\text{Added utility: } r_1 \cdot (a_1 - b_1 \cdot B_{h1} - c_1 \cdot B_{h2}) \cdot B_{h1}.
\]

\[
z_1 \cdot \alpha_1 \cdot B_{h1}
\]

\[
B_{h1}.
\]

\[
\text{Indifference curves of utility of town 1}
\]

\[
\text{Demand curves for } B_{h2}
\]

\[
B_{h2}=0.8 \quad B_{h2}=0.4 \quad B_{h2}=0.2 \quad B_{h2}
\]

**Figure 8:** Town1 utilities and housing demand and indifference curves  
*Source: Author’s compilation*

In the framework of zoning or **long-term planning** (Buhr 2007) to change the location conditions in a community, other parameters are used as well. Examples are public services, infrastructure services referring to education, transportation, leisure, culture, etc. fees, and if possible taxation tariffs (e.g. taxes on second homes (Mönnich 2007))
and local fiscal policy. This competition can also take place for population relevant projects such as establishment of public offices like courts, institutes, police and customs directories, colleges, universities. In the framework of zoning or long-term planning (Buhr 2007) to change the location conditions in a community, other parameters are used as well. Examples are public services, infrastructure services referring to education, transportation, leisure, culture, etc. fees, and if possible taxation tariffs (e.g. taxes on second homes (Mönnich 2007)) and local fiscal policy. This competition can also take place for population relevant projects such as establishment of public offices like courts, institutes, police and customs directories, colleges, universities, hospitals, etc. Then, models of horizontal, but especially vertical competition are to apply. For this kind of competition in the field of planning similar models can be developed (for competition with population related expenses, see Bartholomae, Popescu 2007). Tiebout model approaches (Tiebout 1956; Postlep 1993) are important. They point to special conditions, which might support decisions of households to migrate and move to another town. They relate to public services and fiscal burdens for households at different municipalities. Many approaches developed in migration theory to explain migration, are also helpful to explain features of zoning and planning.

The negotiation models mentioned are less appropriate as selling of land to households’ takes place often through auctions. Moreover, with households no oligopolies or monopsonies often prevail. Housing markets are showing more competitors.

There are attempts to attract inhabitants through changing the conditions of service provision by public offices such as schools, homes for elderly people, hospitals, kindergarten, leisure facilities or public enterprises like municipal housing firms or other public enterprises.

In actual literature authors mostly deal with adaptations of public enterprises to lower demand and higher costs caused by population decrease or measures to prevent citizens from moving to other towns and less with activities to attract inhabitants. Municipal firms are actively used as a competitive municipal instrument with their service programme, investments, fees, service conditions, etc. (Brede 2007; Eichhorn 2007; Gottschalk 2007; Jenkis 2007; Milbradt 2007)\textsuperscript{11}.

A higher output V of a municipal firm accompanies (see Figure 11) a higher attractiveness for inhabitants X. The municipality may pursue some profit transfer from the firm or to achieve cost coverage. The public enterprise faces a demand curve for its services and it considers costs. The management of the public firm possesses a utility function, which refers to the output V produced and the labour input L. If the municipality wants – as in Germany normally required by law – to achieve at least

\textsuperscript{11} A municipality may use a public enterprise to attract inhabitants, e.g. a housing firm, a public utility, a transportation firm or a cultural enterprise such as a theatre, a leisure firm such as a sports park, or a zoo.
cost coverage, the town performs the highest output $V_X$ without loss of the public firm as shown in Figure 11.

![Launhardt-Hotelling solution of housing zoning competition for inhabitants](image)

*Figure 9: Launhardt-Hotelling solution of housing zoning competition for inhabitants*

*Source: Author’s compilation*

The thick curve in the right hand quadrant shows all possible output-labour-combinations that can be produced at cost coverage. The space within the thick curve shows such combinations that lead to profits. If the management maximises output, (utility ($V$) $\rightarrow$ max) then the thick dotted line shows an indifference curve of the management. The solution is with $V_X$ and the price is $P_X$. Both municipality and management attract as many inhabitants as possible. However, the management may also evaluate the output $V$ and the labour $L$ positively. Then, the indifference curve of the management is not parallel to the $L$-axis. The output $V_M$ and price $P_M$ results. If the management maximises labour, this results in $V_L$ and price $P_L$. If the management dislikes output, but prefers high employment at the same time, one obtains the output $V_W$ and the price $P_W$. 

---
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The competition for inhabitants by municipal enterprises may be shown in an oligopolistic context by establishment of public firms or by fee policy of competing municipalities. Using fees as instrument of competition the solutions shows results depicted in Figure 20. The output delivered by municipal enterprise of municipality 1 depends on its own fee and that of the competing municipal enterprise 2. This condition prevails although for enterprise 2. Therefore, a sequence of optimal price settings according to the cost coverage condition and the utility function of the management of the enterprises follow for given prices of the competitor. They can be transmitted into a \( P_1, P_2 \) diagram. If both competitors act autonomously the crossing points of the transmitted “response curves” show the referring Launhardt-Hotelling solutions. The highest output is achieved and a best number of inhabitants are achieved where the \( V_X \) response lines cross. The worst situation of this competition is where the \( V_W \) response lines cross. There are 14 other solutions leading to different inhabitant attractions.

This model assumes cost coverage policy of the municipalities, if the municipalities vary the cost coverage conditions in the direction of profits to be realised by the public enterprises then the response curves of the X, M, and L type move outwards in the \( P_1, P_2 \) diagram and that of the W type shifts inwards. Then, the possibilities of inhabitant attractions by public enterprise competition become less with the first three management types. If the municipalities allow for losses the reverse development can be expected. Even a change of managers in order to hire X-type managers can intensify the inhabitant competition activities.
An important competitive parameter is the establishment of public agencies for inhabitants’ advertisement and attraction to recommend the core city as place for living and working. It also has a function in city politics as it always points to the importance of the inhabitants’ development and proposes and develops measures to attract inhabitants. A city might concentrate on the settlement of rich older pensioners by developing special surroundings and environment, by promoting health services and sports fields and pools for elderly people, by promoting special public transport, and by promoting industries that takes advantage of older but highly qualified labour. A city might try to attract such inhabitants to decrease integration costs. Other cities try to attract students and youngsters who will later create new firms in the core city although losing some to the first or second ring communities.

III. Forms of Inhabitant Competition

The competition for inhabitants related to suburbanisation processes often leads to a three ring development (Mönnich 2007), such as around Tallinn (see Figure 3). Various reasons like rising income of people active in service industries, changing social behaviour to individualism, decreasing number of children and family size, influx of people from overseas, higher environmental desires, etc. increase the demand for living space in the core city. This demand is considered by developers and construction firms and supported by privatization of municipally or sale of cooperatively owned houses. As a result, land prices and rents increase. Many citizens and families start to look for a residence outside the city. There, new housing areas develop. In addition, those industries not closely linked to the CBD start to move to the surrounding villages and towns.

The core city loses inhabitants. The influx of newcomers from the countryside or other regions, mostly families with no children, does not compensate the losses in particular if a nationwide population stagnation or decrease takes place. People from overseas with low incomes and low demand for comfort migrate to the core city causing integration problems, which lead to further moves of the native population out of the core city. In particular, those families with children try to move. Location price sensitive business leaves too and retailers serving the new inhabitants settle in surrounding communities belonging to two rings. A three ring structure develops consisting of the core city, the first ring towns and the second ring communities. In the first ring the housing areas develop as people from the core town settle there. As the settlement density is not high and existing reserves of real estate in already existing housing zones there is space available. The land prices and rents are lower than in the core city and the construction of near home infrastructure is not very expensive. Part of the basic infrastructure is already available and the infrastructure of the core city can be used as well. If the process continues some citizens from the core city and the first ring towns move to towns of the next ring, where again real estate prices and land rents are cheaper as long as the additional costs in money and time of reaching the core city do not compensate these advantages.
The **core city** suffers from the loss of inhabitants by losing shares of income taxes and of business tax, by a tendency towards reduction of block grants, which are linked to population sizes, from losses of purpose grants for investments, from lower turnovers from fees, and less contributions from landlords and developers, etc. (Mönnich 2007). Moreover, there are increases of expenditures because of overhead costs of old infrastructure growing with the reduction of inhabitants (Jenks 2007; Gottschalk 2007). New expenses stem from development and subsidisation of housing areas in the core city, the new infrastructure there, and expenses for infrastructure for theatres, traffic, and other non-cost covering activities provided by the core city. Integration costs for the city, and new interest payments for credits, expenses for social assistance and assistance in case of unemployment, pensions for public officials, etc. lead to further expenses. The fiscal net effect is mostly negative. One expects a

![Figure 11: Competition duopoly to attract inhabitant through fee policy](image)

*Source: Authors compilation.*

loss of about 3,000 to 5,000 euros per emigrating inhabitant for the city of Bremen (Mönnich 2007; Grötker 2013). The resulting budget deficit has to be financed by
public debt. Therefore, those core cities show not only falling numbers of inhabitants, but also increasing debts. In the surrounding towns, especially in the beginning of the development, the revenues of the towns increase more than the additional expenses. Their budget situation improves and there is a tendency towards budget surpluses or lower budget deficits. However, if the first ring towns also have to improve their infrastructure for kindergartens, primary schools, sports, roads, internet connections, pre-services of public utilities, the expenditures are increasing as well and budget deficits develop too although not as extreme as in the core city. The communities of the third ring gain in fiscal terms, which are experiencing budget surpluses or reduced deficits. The inhabitant competition is related to competition for public debts. However, these developments due to suburbanisation may become all negative with respect to population, if the overall national population shrinks drastically and the composition of the population change dramatically, as is happening in some European countries and might happen in Estonia in future as well.

Different patterns of inhabitant competition result from the first policy and the second one too. With the second, a city might consider reactions by the competing towns. The reactions of competitors, which compete by relevant expenditures to attract citizens, is tackled by Bartholomae and Popescu (2007), not differing between zoning, long-term and short-term competition. This is a competition for migrants from other regions or to prevent citizens from moving to other municipalities. It can be region-wide, nationwide or worldwide. Apart from expenditures, there might be other long-term parameters of actions as to provide special social conditions such as religious tolerance, political freedom, peace, the possibility to develop and populate new land, the decline in other regions, etc.

Other parameters of competition can be activated, especially revenue parameters, which can be applied according to principles of public finance. The principle of fiscal equivalence requires that the municipality should finance as until the marginal social benefits from migration equal the marginal social costs (Olson 1969; Postlep 1993; Zimmermann 1999). The voting by feet, by exit or Tiebout policy with respect to revenues implies taxation or another mode of finance, which opens a positive fiscal gap for citizens at the respective municipality to induce migrants from other communities and regions to come. Municipalities must have enough fiscal autonomy or they should receive special purpose grants or they are allowed to provide special subsidies in the course of regional policy of a higher rank jurisdiction or using intergovernmental regulation rules. There can be a tax rate or taxation competition if municipalities have enough fiscal autonomy. Then, the competition may lead to low tax revenues and financial restrictions causing an under-provision with public services (Sinn 1997). The sale of municipal property or transfer of municipal property to settle migrants can be used as well. Sales models of real estate can be developed (Friedrich, Reiljan 2014). There might be also competition for public debts to allow to finance habitants’ relevant expenditures and to keep the tax or fee load low for inhabitants and incoming migrants. The long-term problematic is that amortization

---

12 There might occur a partly correction through the lowering of the fiscal gap.
load is with a smaller number of citizens, however, those municipalities winning in competition might have comparatively more inhabitants sometimes resulting in a not so high load per capita. It has to be discussed how the applications of principles of fiscal federalism touch the migration activities such as subsidiarity principle to allocate a task to municipalities, e.g. local population policy might be a task and financed by municipalities. The connextity principle to avoid unfunded mandates (Friedrich, Reliant 2014) deals with national population policies as far as municipalities become involved. The solidarity principle is for mutual assistance of municipalities and jurisdictions. Its application should ease the consequences of population decrease by redistribution of resources among municipalities, thus reducing the strength of inhabitants’ competition. This leads also to the application of principles of intergovernmental fiscal relation and allocation of tasks and autonomy to different jurisdictions (Zimmermann 1983; Schaltegger, Frey 2003). For single measures concerning revenues the application of principles of taxation are to be questioned such as generality of taxation (Wagner 1890), the principle of coverage of expenses (Neumark 1970), the ability to pay principle (Musgrave 1959) and the benefit principle (Musgrave 1959; Neumark 1970). The latter principles are seldom followed in population competition as they are mostly oriented to solutions to maximise individual utilities of citizens. The appropriate competitive actions may constitute long-term (like zoning) or single measures.

**IV. Policies to Influence Inhabitant Competition**

The discussion of inhabitants’ competition also points to the question how to regulate the inhabitant competition. This competition tends to be ruinous as in the short run no competitors leave the competition as municipalities do not disappear easily. However, some of their resources such as real estate do not easily leave the “market”. In a country there might a rule of minimum number of inhabitants for municipalities exist, but normally a law is needed that a municipality and its organs disappear or that municipalities merge on a compulsory or enforced basis. Ruinous competition conditions also stem from high fixed costs of infrastructure equipment and possibilities of economies of scale with increasing number of inhabitants. (Munich 2007). This occurs with a shrinking number of inhabitants to higher per capita infrastructure costs and enforced inhabitant competition. A central place model shows that under conditions of shrinking population (Feng, Yang 2007), without an influx of population from abroad that as long as the inhabitant decrease is small, the big centres will gain and small centres will lose. If the population decrease becomes drastic the big centres have high fixed costs and inhabitants and firms are moving to smaller centres.

As mentioned above, cities act against this development by zoning, city renewal, infrastructure enlargement and activities by municipal firms and attraction of migrants from abroad. This enforces the fiscal stress of cities and increases integration problems and drives the middle income native citizens with middle sized incomes to leave the city even faster.
Planning measures introduced by higher rank governments may influence zoning and regional planning through the authorisation of land use plans or projects. The rules for these policies must comply with borders of different jurisdictions, their autonomy and their competences. A majority of voters in non-core centres and the influence of interest groups (Gatzweiler, Meyer, Milbert 2003) influence the formulation of regional policies of higher rank governments and the actions of non-core counties and municipalities. Such situations enforce the competition for inhabitants.

Newly introduced debt breaks for governments hinder municipal population policy as the debt finance becomes further restricted. Sometimes there are proposals to change the intergovernmental fiscal relations in a country. The block grants are related to inhabitants as fiscal need indicator depends on the inhabitant size. Fiscal capacity indicators correspond to receipts from municipal tax revenues and municipal revenues in shared taxes such as income tax in Estonia and Germany. Core cities would gain if the need indicators would be oriented more to integration problems and infrastructure capacities (Friedrich, Reiljan 2010), e.g. to the centrality of a place. Intergovernmental redistribution possibilities also depend on how long a shrinking population allows economic growth and higher revenues. Levies of special duties on construction land are discussed to support municipalities.

A policy and codification of laws for merger of municipalities enforces the degree of competition even more in the short run. After the core city has incorporated at least the first ring municipalities its situation may improve. However, many times the core city guarantees the incorporated municipalities part of their infrastructure in such a way that imbalances are not easily become reduced in future. At least an improvement for competition using the business promotion policies seems to improve the chances. Thus resulting solutions depend on the prevailing institutional, fiscal, economic and social circumstances and the merger laws.

The compulsory merger of municipalities is not easy to arrange as municipalities need a win-win situation from the merger, which in suburbanisation between the core city and the first ring town is seldom the case. A higher government might offer the municipalities many fiscal and other advantages such as infrastructure improvements to enable them win-win situations. With a compulsory merger in Estonia in some cases the fiscal results of the mergers do not look very promising (Reiljan, Jaansoo, Ülper 2013).

Public purpose associations are more successful. They can be established as FOCJ (Functional Overlapping Competing Jurisdictions) for population policy purposes (Friedrich, Popescu 2005, 2006) or public purpose associations for special infrastructure services such as transportation, water provision, cultural services, etc. There are also some for business promotion, e.g. the planning association of Halle/Leipzig (Friedrich, Nam 2013). The public purpose infrastructure associations serve to achieve cheaper provision solutions and touch more indirectly the inhabitant competition. Public Planning Associations are more directed to joint development and
also population policy, in form of a district – like the “Region Hannover” – that shows competences switched partly from the member municipalities to the new municipal jurisdictions. Some tasks are coordinative with respect to the member municipalities and for others the region is fully responsible. The region has an influence on the regional planning, zoning, and many parameters of business promotion and infrastructure, thus partly regulating the inhabitant competition of the member municipalities. Therefore, the competition between core city and ring municipalities becomes regulated and coordinated. However, the competition with municipalities outside the region and with other metropolitan regions becomes even fiercer.

In general, the attempts to regulate competition for inhabitants must be embedded in an **active population policy** at all levels of government to increase the birth rate, to reduce the brain drain, to improve education and to steer the integration processes in order to maintain the native population, to enable the survival of the national states and the European Union as well as to stand the population pressure from overseas.

**V. Summary**

Estonia has experienced a **decrease of population** due to various reasons such as political shocks, transformation times, and changing economic conditions, change of social values with respect to family and children and emigration. After Estonian independence one can distinguish a break-down phase with a severe population, an adaptation with a population decrease and a smaller shrinking during the recovery phase. The population is expected to shrink from 1.35 million to about 1.12 million. Many municipalities lost inhabitants especially in the north-west of Estonia, in central Estonia, in southern Estonia and on the islands. Suburbanisation processes take place and core cities become surrounded by a first ring and a second ring municipality development. This happens especially around Tallinn and partly around Tartu. Commuting increases and a **fierce competition for inhabitants** among municipalities develops.

Inhabitant competition is part of **regional competition** with its features of horizontal, vertical, microeconomic and macroeconomic features. It can be characterised by a workable competition concept that highlights the competition structure, the competition processes and the competition result of competition for inhabitants. Two different mainstreams of competition are mainly considered. One is a **policy to promote business** to gain indirectly inhabitants and the other **policy is to attract inhabitants directly** in various ways. In both competition types zoning or long-term measures play a role, the establishment of agencies for business promotion, industrial parks or city advertising, and **negotiations** with settlement firms, measures of municipal enterprises and attraction measures of municipalities, etc. to increase population. The results of the policies might induce **revisions of zonings**, plans, etc.

---

 Tasks of the region are in the field of transportation, health, general and vocational education, business promotion, security, environment, construction, real estate management, finances, IT management, contacts to the EU, etc.
**Business promotion policy** by zoning shows oligopolistic competition with other municipalities. In policies of negotiations with settlement firms mostly monopsonistic situations or bilateral monopolies prevail. An **industrial oligopolistic zoning model** by Lindemann (1999) shows that with autonomous behaviour of municipalities in zoning, the industrial zones are planned too large. The model allows determining changes in zoning if land demand, factor prices change and productivities vary. If the population decreases the industrial zones are planned smaller.

A **game-theoretic example** is used to show the influence of vertical competition on the horizontal business promotion zoning competition. The zonings have to be approved by a higher rank government that possesses a preference order related to possible zonings referring to science parks, high-tech parks, industrial parks and business parks, which the municipalities are free to plan. The different types of parks are related to different increases of municipal population. There are two competing municipalities. The higher government applies a subsidisation scheme. Solutions are evolved if the municipalities want to maximise grants, the income, employment, the number of additional inhabitants and the number of additional voters voting for the respective municipal government in power. The solution if only one park is allowed to be established is the most preferred by the higher government. If two parks are allowed the municipalities - choose according to the inhabitant effects they expect - different ones. The solutions change depending on which party is in power in the two municipalities.

A **bilateral model of settlement negotiation** between a business promotion agency of a town and a potential settlement firm shows the settlement solution from business promotion. It allows detecting effects on the negotiations and settlement contract, if the population increases and decreases, and it shows the contract effects if the municipality develops higher priority for more inhabitants. Extensions of the model include further horizontal competition with other municipalities. The firms are going to exploit the municipalities. Those with a larger population tend to win the competition more easily, if all other conditions are given.

With respect to direct inhabitant attraction an **oligopoly zoning model**, e.g. for housing, is introduced too. A Launhardt-Hotelling solution of inhabitants’ attraction by zoning is determined. Other assumptions on behaviour of the municipalities in oligopolistic competitions lead to differing solutions. Similar approaches to include inhabitants’ competition can be developed for long-term infrastructure planning. Tiebout models are applicable as well. A **model of delivery by public enterprise** shows how municipal firms can be used to attract inhabitants and stresses the role of management of those firms to shape the attraction policy. The model allows also expressing the vertical influence of municipality on the management in favour of inhabitants’ attraction. The influence of horizontal inhabitant competition by public firms is elaborated. It leads to many different oligopoly solutions. Inhabitant competition in suburbanisation processes leads to a competition for public **debts**. Other forms of inhabitant competition concern the use of **expenditure**
parameters in oligopoly situations and in Tiebout models. Further forms lead to tax competition and to other forms refer of revenue competition like fee competition.

As inhabitant competition leads to ruinous competition, regulation of inhabitants’ competition becomes important. Interference in infrastructure planning and zoning, regional policy, changes of intergovernmental fiscal relations, merger of municipalities by law, compulsory merger of municipalities, the establishment of functional overlapping competing jurisdictions – FOCJ – and special public purpose associations are means to regulate inhabitants’ competition. Above all, an active population policy at all levels of government to increase the birth rate, to reduce the brain drain, to improve education and to steer the integration processes should reduce ruinous inhabitants’ competition and stabilize European countries and Estonia.
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II. Einwohnerkonkurrenz im Rahmen regionaler Konkurrenz

1. Die Wirtschaftsförderungspolitik


Regionale Konkurrenz erfährt verschiedene Ausprägungen je nach dem wer konkurriert, z.B. Kontinente, Staaten, Gemeinden, Unternehmen, um was konkurriert wird, z.B. Investoren, Einnahmen, Einwohner, und auf welche Weise die Konkurrenz ausgetragen wird, z.B. horizontal zwischen Gemeinden, vertikal mit höheren Gebietskörperschaften, mikroökonomisch oder makroökonomisch. Hinsichtlich der ersteren Konkurrenzpolitik stehen wirtschaftsfördernde Gemeinden im Mittelpunkt, während die zweite Konkurrenzpolitik sich auf Einwohner konzentriert.


Die Form der Konkurrenz ist in der Bauleitplanung oligopolistisch zu anderen Gemeinden. In der Verhandlungsphase herrschen meist bilaterale Monopole und Monopsonie vor.


Makroökonomische Modelle vertikaler fiskalpolitischer Konkurrenz haben hingegen aufgezeigt, dass die Wahl der Konkurrenzstrategien der Gebietskörperschaften nur bei drastischen Veränderungen der Bevölkerung Variationen erfahren.

2. Direkte Einwohnerattrahierungspolitik

zählten dazu auch langfristig angelegte Planungen und Maßnahmen bis hin zu Steuersenkungen oder erhöhungen.


Einige Gemeinden gründen extra **Agenturen**, um für die Standortwahlentscheidung von Haushalten in ihrer Stadt zu werben.

**III. Weitere Formen der Einwohnerkonkurrenz**

Kernstadt. In einem ersten Ring von Gemeinden steigen die Bevölkerung und die 
Wirtschaftstätigkeit an; dort entstehen neue Wohn- und Gewerbegebiete. Da die 
Grundstückspreise erschwinglich sind und die Infrastruktur der Kernstadt weitgehend 
zur Verfügung steht und solche Gemeinden im Finanzausgleich öfters gewinnen, 
erfahren diese Gemeinden zunächst keine beträchtlichen Verschuldungen. Dies ändert 
sich, wenn dort der Urbanisierungsgrad stärker angestiegen ist, weil nun Unternehmen 
und Einwohner in Umlandgemeinden eines zweiten Entwicklungsgrades ausweichen. 
Diese Gemeinden erfahren eine Verbesserung ihrer Finanzlage. Sie sind Gewinner in 
der Einwohnerkonkurrenz so lange die Gesamtbevölkerung eines Landes nicht 
dramatisch einbricht.

Besondere Formen der Einwohnerkonkurrenz sind auch mit dem Einsatz 
verschiedener Aktionsparameter im Konkurrenzkampf verbunden. So wird die 
Konkurrenz mithilfe von bestimmten Ausgabenarten angesprochen. Die Folgen 
lassen sich ebenfalls im Rahmen von Oligopolmodellen aufzeigen. Andere langfristig 
wirksame Parameter betreffen spezielle soziale Bedingungen wie religiöse Toleranz, 
Freiheit, Sicherheit, freie Flächen, die Vermeidung von Niedergang wie in anderen 
Regionen. Ferner sind Konkurrenzausmaßnahmen mit den kommunalen Einnahmen 
verbunden. Das Prinzip fiskalischer Äquivalenz verlangt, dass eine Gemeinde so 
lange Einwohnerzuwanderung finanziert, bis die kommunalen Grenznutzen der 
Zuwanderung ihren kommunalen Grenzkosten entsprechen. In Anlehnung an Tiebout 
gestaltet sich die Ausgestaltung der kommunalen Konkurrenz um Einwohner über „voting by feet“. Die privaten Haushalte vergleichen das monetäre Äquivalent der 
Leistungen, die sie in einer Gemeinde erhalten, mit den monetären Aufwendungen, 
die ihnen an einem Ort zugemutet werden und wandern in die günstigsten Gemeinden. 
In einigen Ländern werden dafür örtliche Steuersatzvariationen seitens der 
Gemeinden eingesetzt, in anderen Ländern geschieht dies hauptsächlich über Grundstücksverkäufe und Infrastrukturangebote.

Große Bedeutung kommt dem oben schon besprochenen Konkurrenzanspruch 
bezüglich öffentlicher Unternehmen zu. Auch andere Aktionsparameter als Mengen 
und Preise können die Unternehmen und Gemeinden zur Einwohnergewinnung 
einsetzen, z.B. familienfreundliche Bezugsbedingungen, Qualitäten, usw.

IV. Politiken zur Regulierung der Einwohnerkonkurrenz

Die Einwohnerkonkurrenz weist Tendenzen zu ruinöser Konkurrenz auf, da die 
Konkurrenten zumindest auf kürzere Sicht den „Markt“ nicht verlassen, ihre Flächen 
weiterhin angeboten werden können und hohe fixe Kosten pro Einwohner Gemeinden 
veranlassen, ihre Einwohnerbasis zu vergrößern. Ein Modell zentraler Orte von Feng 
(2006) ohne kompensierende Bevölkerungszuwanderung aus anderen Ländern zeigt, 
dass Gemeinden mit besonders hohen Fixkosten bei beträchtlichem 
Bevölkerungsrückgang Einwohner und Unternehmen an kleinere Orte verlieren. 
Gemeinden könnten zur Existenzaufgabe gezwungen werden, wenn in der Verfassung 
of eines Landes eine Mindesteinwohnerzahl für die Existenz einer Gemeinde 
vorgeschrieben ist. Eine solche Vorschrift könnte im Zuge einer Territorialreform


Insbesondere ist eine intensivere Bevölkerungs- und Familienpolitik aller Gebietskörperschaften auch auf kommunaler Ebene erforderlich, um die Geburtenrate zu erhöhen, die Abwanderung aufzuhalten, die Ausbildung junger Menschen zu verbessern, die Integration von Zuwanderern durchzusetzen, um die einheimische Bevölkerung zu erhalten, das Überleben der Nationalstaaten und der europäischen Union abzusichern und dem Bevölkerungsdruck aus Übersee zu begegnen.